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GigaStation2 Surface-Mount Housings

Protect and hide cables without
installing them inside walls.

FEATURES

OVERVIEW

TECH SPECS

• Choose from 2-, 4-, or 6-port boxes.
• Select 1-port, 2-port, or blank inserts.
• Easy to install on solid surfaces such
as drywall, baseboards, or furniture
partitions.

Keep your cables easily accessible by not installing them
in walls. Instead, use GigaStation2 Surface-Mount Housing
Boxes, Inserts (FMT900–FMT902), and compatible raceways
(part numbers 36910, 36948, and 36949).
Three box models are available: a 2-port box (WPT901), a
4-port box (WPT902), or a 6-port box (WPT903). The inserts
are available in one- or two-port models (FMT901 or FMT902);
or, choose a blank insert (FMT900).
Attach the housing boxes to solid surfaces such as drywall,
wooden baseboards, or modular furniture partitions.
All housing box models have easy-to-remove knockouts that
make them fully compatible with raceways. The two larger
housing boxes also feature integral fiber storage loops
to maintain bend radius requirements and provide 1 meter
(3.3 ft.) of fiber storage.
To install the inserts, simply snap them into place. To
remove them once installed, insert a flat screwdriver in the
notches and pry away the insert.

Size —
WPT901: 3"H x 3"W x 1.5"D (7.6 x 7.6 x 3.8 cm);
WPT902: 5.2"H x 5.2"W x 1.5"D (13.2 x 13.2 x 3.8 cm);
WPT903: 1.5"H x 5.2"W x 7.75"D (3.8 x 13.2 x 19.7 cm)
WPT652D: 4.8"H x 2.4"W x 2.8"D (12.2 x 6.1 x 6.9 cm);
WPT653D: 4.8"H x 4.8"W x 2.8"D (12.2 x 12.2 x 6.9 cm)

Item

Code

GigaStation2 Surface-Mount Housings
1-Insert (up to 2 Ports)
WPT901
2-Insert (up to 4 Ports)
WPT902
3-Insert (Up to 6 Ports)
WPT903
You’ll need one, two, or three inserts per housing…
1-Port Insert
FMT901
2-Port Insert
FMT902
Blank Insert
FMT900
You might also need…
GigaStation2 Box
Single-Gang
WPT652D
Double-Gang
WPT653D

Why Buy From Black Box? Exceptional Value.
Exceptional Tech Support. Period.
Recognize any of these situations?
• You wait more than 30 minutes to get through
to a vendor’s tech support.
• The so-called “tech” can’t help you or gives you
the wrong answer.
• You don’t have a purchase order number and the
tech refuses to help you.
• It’s 9 p. m. and you need help, but your vendor’s
tech support line is closed.
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According to a survey by Data Communications
magazine, 90% of network managers surveyed say
that getting the technical support they need is extremely
important when choosing a vendor. But even though
network managers pay anywhere from 10 to 20% of their
overall purchase price for a basic service and support
contract, the technical support and service they receive falls
far short of their expectations—and certainly isn’t worth
what they paid.
At Black Box, we guarantee the best value and the
best support. You can even consult our Technical Support
Experts before you buy if you need help selecting just
the right component for your application.
Don’t waste time and money— call Black Box today.
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